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Infratech Electric Patio Heaters - Outdoor living just
became a lot more comfortable. Dinner on the terrace.
Cocktails under the stars. Now there is an eco-friendly
way to turn up the ambience with Infratech Electric Patio
Heaters. 

Infratech - WD4 - Dual Element 4,000
Watt Electric Patio Heater



Infratech Electric Patio Heaters - Outdoor living just
became a lot more comfortable. Dinner on the terrace.
Cocktails under the stars. Now there is an eco-friendly
way to turn up the ambience with Infratech Electric Patio
Heaters. 

Innova - EF60 - 6,000 Watt Electric
Infrared Dual Element Heater



Available in 4 models of varying heating power and
compatible with smart control systems to enable precise
dimming control. Included are wall and ceiling mounting
brackets to allow adjustable angle of the heating direction
with simple one-touch on/off switch.

Bromic Heating - BH0420032 - Tungsten -
4000 Watts Electric Double Element Heater



The Bromic Platinum 500 series Outdoor heaters,
available in natural gas or propane, is reinventing industry
standards for outdoor heating. The Bromic Platinum
series provides a long awaited stylish and efficient
alternative.
Bromic is an industry innovator with sleek designs and
exceptional quality. Not only is the Platinum series
aesthetically pleasing it is also functional.

Bromic Heating - BH011-500 - Platinum
Smart-Heat - 500 Series Patio Heater



The Motif Collection offers limitless potential for
customized style by combining outdoor comfort head
with a stunning, signature accent for your space. The
Motif Collection offers four various styles to choose from.

Infratech - CD50-MOTIF - Dual Element - 5,000
Watt Electric Patio Heater - Motif Collection



RADtec Tower Flame Heater - Take a more traditional
approach to heating your outdoor space with RADtec
propane patio heaters. Standing at 7.5ft tall with a 3.5ft Fire
Feature - this beauty emits a warm glow which complements
any outdoor space. High efficiency heating with output equal
to 41,000 BTUs and propane consumption rated at 1.85
lbs/hour. All covered with a water resistance rating of IPX5 -
built to last outdoors and resist the elements. 1 Year
Manufacturer Warranty included.

RADtec - TF-MT - Tower Flame - 89 Inch 41000
BTU Propane Heater



Equally a piece of modern art and a revolutionary leap forward in
portable outdoor heating, Bromic’s Tungsten Smart-Heat™ Gas
Portable is recognized as a true innovation in its market. Not just our
claim, but a point proven by its induction into the Red Dot Design
Museum in Essen, Germany. Of course, our engineers didn’t develop
these exceptional Bromic patio heaters for mere display purposes.
Performance and design are equally at their heart in elegantly
extending the comfort of outdoor areas while enduring a range of
conditions that can weather components, particularly when stored.

Bromic Heating - BH0510001 - Tungsten Smart-
Heat Portable Heater



The GA201M2 is the portable propane patio heater
model for the evenGLO Collection. A true commercial
grade, infrared heating solution you can always
depend on for reliability and longevity.

IR Energy Inc. - E202P - EvenGLO - GA201M2 Model -
46,000 BTU - 90.5 Inch Portable Propane Patio Heater



Fire Sense - 01775 - Commercial Patio Heater has an
output of an amazing 46,000 BTU’s. Constructed of 304
commercial grade stainless steel, this heavy duty unit
features an electronic ignition system and wheels for
easy mobility. This superior patio heater is perfect for
the serious outdoor entertainer.

Fire Sense - 01775 - 89 Inch Commercial Patio
Heater


